Abstract-The increasing number of network attacks causes growing problems for network operators and users. Thus, detecting anomalous traffic is of primary interest in IP networks management.
I. INTRODUCTION
Uncovering anomalies in large ISPs and enterprise networks is challenging because of the wide variety of such anomalies. They can come from activity with malicious intentions (e.g., scanning, DDoS, prefix hijacking), or from misconfigurations and failures of network components (e.g., link failures, routing problems, outages in measurement equipment).
In the literature, the problem of detecting anomalies in the network traffic has often been seen as equivalent to the problem of detecting heavy changes (HCs) in some traffic descriptors. In this context a wide variety of approaches has been proposed.
Nevertheless most of them analyzes the single traffic flows, resulting to be unscalable and thus not applicable in modern backbone networks.
For this reason, in this work we have decided to analyze traffic aggregates, so as to obtain a more scalable system, and in more detail we have designed our system to work on the top of probabilistic structures, namely the sketches, that allow us to obtain a scalable real-time system (that analyzes the traffic flows after having randomly aggregated them), while simultaneously improving the detection rate of "classical" systems [4] .
Given this substrate, our method is based on a statistical analysis of the distribution of the Heavy Hitters (HHs) in the network traffic. The idea behind this approach is that the distribution of the big flows should change between normal and attacks period, especially in the case of DoS/DDoS attacks, bot-nets, network scans, and so on.
Hence, in this paper we present a novel method for network anomaly detection, based on the idea of discovering HC in the distribution of the HHs in the network traffic. In more detail, we have explored the combined use of several forecasting algorithms and HC-based methods, applied to the HH evolution in time. To assess the validity of the proposed method, we have performed an extensive experimental evaluation phase, during which our system performance have been compared to a more "classical" HC-based approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents some relevant related works. Then Section III describes the theoretical background useful for fully understanding the proposed technique, while Section IV provides a detailed description of the implemented system. Then Section V presents the experimental results and finally Section VI concludes the paper with some final remarks.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the area of data mining, there has been an extensive research of algorithms for HH detection.
The general problem of finding HHs in data streams has been studied extensively in [5] , [15] , [21] , and [7] . The algorithms presented in these papers maintain summary structures that allow element frequencies to be estimated, within a prespecified error bound; the algorithms differ in whether they provide deterministic or probabilistic guarantees on the error bound, and whether they operate over insert-only streams or streams where elements can be inserted and also deleted.
The connection of these algorithms to the computer networks field is first made in [12] , [22] , [10] .
In [12] , Estan et al. initiate a new direction in traffic measurement by recommending concentrating on large flows only, i.e., flows whose volume is above a certain threshold. The authors also propose two algorithms for detecting large flows: Sample and Hold algorithm and Multistage Filters algorithm. Theoretical results show that the errors of these two algorithms are inversely proportional to the memory available. Furthermore, in [12] , the authors note that network measurement problems bear a lot of similarities to measurement problems in other research areas such as data mining, and thus initiate the application of data streaming techniques to network anomaly detection.
In [22] , the authors propose the Sticky Sampling algorithm and the Lossy Counting algorithm to compute approximate frequency counts of elements in a data stream. The proposed algorithms give guaranteed error bounds and require small memory. Thus, these algorithms also provide powerful tools for solving the HH detection problem in high-speed networks.
In [10] , Cormode et al. introduce the Count-Min Sketch method to HH and hierarchical HH detection. Sketches are probabilistic summary data structures based on random projections (the sketches will be detailed in next Section). The authors note that it is an open problem to develop extremely simple and practical sketches for data streaming applications.
In all these works, the application of such techniques to network anomaly detection is not explicitly discussed, only in [28] the authors propose a method based on the detection of the anomalies in the time series that contribute to the HHH. The main drawback of this work is the heavy computational complexity, due to the need of: at first estimating the HHH, then reconstructing the time series that contribute to the HHH (that is not always possible) and after that performing the real "detection" of anomalies.
On the other hand, in the context of anomaly detection, HC detection has been extensively studied as an important component of statistics based IDS.
Thus, several works have faced the problem, by proposing, among the others, techniques based on the use of "general" algorithms for detecting changes in data streams [16] and [11] , neural networks [13] , Markov models [27] , and clustering algorithms [26] . Unfortunately most of the existing HC detection techniques can typically handle a relatively small number of time series. Given today's traffic volume, directly applying existing techniques on a per-flow basis cannot scale up to the needs of such massive data streams.
In this context, sketches have shown great potential. In [24] the authors first apply sketch to the HC detection problem. The input data are summarized using k-ary sketches and then different time series forecast models are implemented on top of the aggregate. The forecast errors are used to identify whether there are significant changes in the stream.
Finally, in [8] the authors introduce the concept of deltoid for HC detection, where a deltoid is defined as an item that has a large variability. The authors propose a framework based on a structure of Combinational Group Testing to find significant deltoids in high speed networks.
The method proposed in this paper extends all these previous works, by first proposing the idea of detecting HC in the distribution of the HH in the network traffic, without any need of reconstructing the original time series.
III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND A. Data streaming model
In the last years, several data models have been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we describe the streaming data, by using the most general model: the Turnstile Model [23] .
According to this model, the input data are viewed as a stream that arrives sequentially, item by item. Let I = σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n be the input stream.
Each item σ t = (i t , c t ) consists of a key, i t ∈ (1, . . . , N ), and a weight, c t . The arrival of a new data item causes the update of an underlying function U [i t ] += c t , which represents the sum of the weights of a given key over the time.
Given the underlying function U [i t ] for all the keys of the stream, we can define the total sum S t , at step t, as follows:
This model is very general and can be used in quite different scenarios. As an example, in the context of network anomaly detection, the key can be defined using one or more fields of the packet header (IP addresses, L4 ports), or entities (like network prefixes or AS number) to achieve higher level of aggregation, while the underlying function can be the total number of bytes or packets in a flow.
B. Sketch
Sketches are powerful data structures that can be efficiently used for keeping an accurate estimate of the function U .
In general, sketches are a family of data structures that use the same underlying hashing scheme for summarizing data. They differ in how they update hash buckets and use hashed data to derive estimates. Among the different sketches, the one with the best time and space bounds is the so called count-min sketch [9] , which is basically the one used in this work.
In more detail, the sketch data structure is a two-dimensional
, where each row l (l = 1, . . . , D) is associated to a given hash function h l . These functions give an output in the interval (1, . . . , w) and these outputs are associated to the columns of the array. As an example, the element T [l][j] is associated to the output value j of the hash function l. Let I = {(i t , c t )} be an input stream observed during a given time interval. When a new item arrives, the sketch is updated as follows:
The update procedure is realized for all the different hash functions as shown in figure 1 .
In this work, the sketches have been used for two distinct reasons, which will be clearer in the following: on one hand they allow the storing of big quantities of data (in our case we have to store the traffic generated by more than 220000 IP addresses) with big memory savings, on the other hand they permit a random aggregation of the traffic flows.
To be noted that, given the use of hash functions, it is possible to have some collisions in the sketch table. In more detail, this last fact implies that each traffic flow will be part of several random aggregates, each of which will be analyzed to check if it presents any anomaly. This means that, in practice, any flow will be checked more than once (within different aggregates), thus, it will be easier to detect an anomalous flow. Indeed an anomalous flow could be masked in a given traffic aggregate, while being detectable in another one.
C. Heavy Hitter
A HH, in a data set, is an element whose relative frequency exceeds a specified threshold.
In more detail, given an input stream I = {(i t , c t )} with the associated total sum S, a HH is a key, whose associated underlaying function U [i] is no smaller than a specified proportion of the expected size of the whole data set.
The problem can be formalized as follows. Given a threshold ξ (0 < ξ < 1) the set of HH is defined as:
In the context of network anomaly detection, a HH is an entity which accounts for at least a specified proportion of the total activity measured in terms of number of packets, bytes, connections, etc. A HH could correspond to an individual flow or connection. It could also be an aggregation of multiple flows/connections that share some common property, but which themselves may not be HH.
Given this, we define the HH detection problem as the problem of finding all the HHs, and their associated values, in a data stream.
As an example, let us consider that the destination IP address is the key, and the byte count the weight; then the corresponding HH detection problem is to find all the destination IP addresses that account for at least a proportion ξ of the total traffic.
D. Heavy Change
A Heavy Change (HC) is a key i, whose associated underlaying function U [i], evaluated in a given time bin, significantly differs in size from the same function evaluated in the previous time bins.
For sake of simplicity, let us suppose that we want to detect the HC related to two adjacent time bins. In this case, a key is a HC if the difference between the values of U [i] in the two time bins exceeds a given threshold ψ.
The problem can be formalized as follows. Let
be the values associated to the key i, evaluated in the time bin 1 and 2 respectively, and let D i be the difference, defined as
Then the set of HC is defined as follows:
As an example, in the context of network anomaly detection, the goal of HC detection can be to identify the flows that have significant changes in traffic volume from one time period to another.
E. Forecasting algorithms
A forecasting algorithm is an algorithm able to forecast the next value of a given time series starting from the past samples. In our work these algorithms will be used to forecast the next value of the sketch table.
In more detail, we have inspected two commonly used forecasting algorithms:
• Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
• Non-Seasonal Holt-Winters (NSHW) Note that we have not analyzed algorithms belonging to the class of linear time series forecasting techniques since they model the time series behavior on the basis of several past samples requiring the storing of a huge quantities of data, hence not resulting suitable for the on-line detection of network anomalies.
1) Exponentially Weighted Moving Average: the EWMA algorithm [19] forecasts the object at time bin i starting from the forecasted sample and the observed sample, both in time bin i − 1 .
In more detail, let Z i be the forecast for time bin i, Z i−1 the previous forecast, and Y i−1 the observed value at time bin i − 1, then the forecast model can be described as follows:
The parameter α is called smooting constant and can assume values in the range [0, 1]. It reflects the weight given to the current observation (Y i−1 ) in calculating the forecasted values Z i . In more detail, the value of α determines the degree of smoothing and how responsive the model is to fluctuation in the time-series data. The value for α is arbitrary and is determined both by the nature of the data and the feeling by the forecaster as to what constitutes a good response rate. In practice, a smoothing constant close to zero leads to a stable model while a constant close to one is highly reactive.
2) Non-Seasonal Holt-Winters: simple exponential smoothing usually works best for series exhibiting no marked seasonality or trend. When a series does have a strong trend or cyclical component, we can use a more complex smoothing model. The NSHW algorithm [3] is a double exponential smoothing algorithm and, in this case, two components must be updated at each step: a smoothing component, Z s , and a trend component, Z t . The forecast is then
t . The equations for the computation of the two components are reported in the following:
where α ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, 1] are two tunable smoothing parameters.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section we detail the system we have implemented to detect anomalies in the network traffic. Figure 2 presents the general architecture of the system The proposed approach is called Method 2 in the figure, while Method 1 refers to a "classical" HC-based method [24] that is used as a benchmark for results comparison. The following subsections describe the significant blocks of the proposed system.
A. System Input
First of all the input data are processed by the data formatting module. Indeed, this module is responsible of reading the Netflow [6] traces and of transforming them in ASCII data files, by means of the Flow-Tools [1] . The output of this first block is given by text files containing on each line an IP address and the number of bytes received by that IP in the last time bin.
In more detail, in our implementation we have in input Netflow data, measuring the traffic gone through a given router over five minutes time-bins. Thus, this module will output a distinct file for each considered time bin; let us denote by N the distinct time bins.
Note that the modularity of the system allows great flexibility. Indeed, instead of considering the number of bytes sent by a given IP, the system administrator can easily choose of using another traffic descriptor that better allows her to detect the different attacks. 
B. Sketch module
After the data have been correctly formatted, they are passed as inputs to the hash functions responsible for the construction of the sketch tables. In more detail, for each line of each file, the IP address is considered as the key i t , while the number of bytes is considered as the weight c t . Each file, corresponding to a time bin, is thus used to build a distinct sketch table.
Note that in our implementation we have used D = 16 distinct hash functions, which give output in the interval (0, 1, . . . , w − 1), that means that the resulting sketch tables will be ∈ N D×w , where w can be varied. As far as the the hash functions are concerned, we have chosen to use functions belonging to the 4-universal hash family 1 [25] , obtained as:
where the coefficients a i are randomly chosen in the set (0, 1, . . . , p − 1) and p is a random prime number (we have considered the Mersenne numbers). At this point, given that we had N distinct time bins, we have obtained N distinct sketch tables T n D×w , where n ∈ (1, 2, . . . , N ) is the time bin.
C. Detection Phase 1) Method 1: Method 1 represents a classical HC-based method, used in this work as a benchmark for evaluating the system performance. Hence, we have chosen a slightly improved version of a simple, yet effective, model known in the literature [24] .
In more detail the system compares the data related to two adjacent time bins, that is two consecutive sketch tables.
In practice, the system computes the euclidean distance In more detail, assuming that the system is processing the time bin n, then each element of the sketch table T n is compared with the corresponding element of the "reference" sketch 1, 2 , . . . , n). Note that this algorithm has been introduced to avoid the "masking effect" that can be caused by anomalies that span over multiple time bins.
If the computed distances exceed a given threshold (d n ij > ξ) in at least H distinct rows of the sketch table (where H is a tunable parameter), the system considers the current time bin as anomalous and then performs the anomaly identification for revealing the responsible IP flows.
2) Method 2: This methods, that represents the novel contribution of this work, is much more complex than the first one, but it still results to be (as demonstrated in the experimental section) suitable for on-line detection of anomalous flows. Basically, it tracks the variations in the HH distribution of the network traffic.
The forecast module takes in input its own output at the previous step and the "reference" sketch table T
ref , that is -as in the previous case-the "last occurred" non anomalous sketch table, and uses these two elements for forecasting the value of the next sketch table.
Note that the use of T ref has been introduced, as in method 1, to avoid the "masking effect" due to "long" anomalies.
The prediction phase is performed by using either the EWMA algorithm,
or the NSHW algorithm,
Given this step, regardless of the used algorithm, the system has two distinct values for the sketch table at time bin n, the real value T n and the predicted value T n . Both these tables are fed to a module, responsible for computing an empirical distribution of the HHs.
This "distribution" is computed by evaluating the HHs present in the traffic, that is the traffic aggregates (namely the sketch buckets) that exceed a given threshold, given by a percentage of the total traffic in the time bin, S n . The related buckets are then updated by inserting the quantity of traffic for which that aggregate exceeds the threshold, while all the other buckets are set to one byte. Finally each row of the matrix is normalized so as that its elements sum to one.
This matrix is named M n HH if computed starting from T n and M n HH if calculated starting from T n . Given these two matrices, the system compares the actual HH distribution in M HH with the forecasted one in M HH . To perform such task the system computes the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [14] between each line of the two matrices. Note that JSD has been introduced in this system to overcome the potential limitations given by the asymmetric nature of more "classical" statistical distance, as like as the Kullback Leibler divergence.
To decide if the considered time bin is anomalous, we have implemented a voting algorithm, that is if the computed distance exceeds a given threshold ψ for more than H rows of the matrix, the system reveals an anomalous time bin and the anomaly is thus identified.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As it is known a serious issue in testing IDSs is represented by the lack of complete datasets provided with a ground truth. Indeed, the only one (DARPA IDEVAL) dates back to 1999 [18] and it is not representative of real traffic [20] . Thus, it is a common choice to use a real data-set and to synthetically add some anomalies [17] .
The proposed system has been tested using a publicly available data-set, composed of traffic traces collected in the Abilene/Internet2 Network [2] , a hybrid optical and packet network used by the U.S. research and education community. The used traces consist of the traffic related to nine distinct routers, collected in one week, and are organized into 2016 files, each one containing data about five minutes of traffic (netflow data). To be noted that the last 11 bits of the IP addresses are anonymized for privacy reasons; nevertheless we have more than 220000 distinct IP addresses.
Since the data provided by the Internet2 project do not have a ground truth file, we are not capable of saying a priori if any anomaly is present in the data. Because of this reason we have performed a manual verification of the data (according to the method presented in [17] ), analyzing the traces for which our system reveals the biggest anomalies. Moreover we have synthetically added some anomalies in the data, so as to be able to correctly interpret the offered results.
In more detail, we have added anomalies that can be associated to DoS and DDoS attacks, represented by four or five distinct traffic flows, each one carrying a traffic of 5 · 10 8 bytes (154 anomalies in total), either spanning a single or multiple time bins. It is worth noticing that in all the cases the original traces already presented traffic flows of that order.
As already stated in the previous section, we have considered as input to the system the number of bytes received by a given IP address. This choice is supported by the obtained experimental results. Nevertheless, it is possible to feed the system with another metric, just simply modifying the first block, if the "new" metric can result more suitable for detecting some attacks.
Since, given the nature of the data set, we cannot plot a ROC curve, in the presented tables we report the total number of detected anomalies and the number of synthetic anomalies detected by the system. Note that the tables have been obtained varying the values of the thresholds, ξ and ψ for the two algorithms. The real values of such thresholds are not reported since are not significant in themselves, just consider that the first values (namely ξ 1 or ψ 1 ) always correspond to the highest threshold value for which the system is able to detect all the 154 synthetic anomalies. Hence, in general, the system is always able to obtain a 100% detection rate (revealing all the 154 synthetic anomalies), but the performance can be strongly different depending on the total number of detected anomalies that has a direct impact on the number of false alarms.
For the sake of brevity we do not present the results related to the study on the impact of the sketch dimension w on the system performance; all the presented results correspond to a sketch table of dimension w = 512.
To start with, let us analyze the performance offered by the "classical" HC-based system, reported in Table I . In this case, we can easily see that for detecting all the synthetic anomalies, we have to accept a total number of detection equal to 1969, which is not acceptable. Moreover the number of detected synthetic anomalies suddenly decreases when increasing the threshold, while the number of total detected anomalies remains quite stable, making very hard the application of the system in the "real world".
The same considerations are valid for the results presented in Table II , which shows the performance offered by the "classical" HC-based system, applied together with a forecasting algorithm (EWMA, α = 0.2) and JSD.
Concerning the method presented in this paper, two distinct sets of experimental tests have been conducted to tune the parameter of the forecasting algorithms, EWMA and NSHW respectively.
In more detail, Tables III, IV , and V present the results achieved by the system using three distinct values of the smoothing parameter of the EWMA algorithm, namely α = 0.2, α = 0.5, and α = 0.8. From the tables we can notice that when increasing the value of the smoothing parameter, we have an increase in the number of total detection. Indeed for detecting all the synthetic anomalies the system detects a total number of anomalies equal to 310 (case α = 0.2), 473 (case α = 0.5), or 688 (case α = 0.8).
In this case, to really evaluate the performance of the system, we have performed a manual verification of the data set, checking the additional detections of the system. From that, we can conclude that, the cases α = 0.5 and α = 0.8 take to a significant number of false alarms, while almost all the additional detections obtained with α = 0.2 (310 total detections minus the 154 synthetic anomalies) are real anomalies already present in the traces.
Moreover, note that, in any case, event though all of the additional detections obtained with α = 0.2 would not be "real" anomalies they would correspond to a maximum false alarm rate of 8.3% that could be considered as "acceptable".
We can also easily notice, by analyzing Table III , that the number of detected synthetic anomalies varies quite slowly when increasing the value of the threshold, while the number of total detection decreases much faster that make easy the tuning of the system. Finally, additional tests (not shown for the sake of brevity) have demonstrated that varying the smoothing parameter around the value 0.2 (i.e., α ∈ [0.1, 0.3], does not take to any significant variation in the system performance.
From these considerations we can conclude that the best performance are obtained when α = 0.2. Note that this is also supported by the literature, indeed it is known that 0.2 is in the typical range for the smoothing parameter.
Moreover, using a low value for the smoothing parameter implies the use of a model not much responsive to the fluctuations in the data. This has a direct impact on our system performance. Indeed, by analyzing Tables IV and V we can notice that the system present a "strange" behavior. Indeed the total number of detections is not always decreasing, when increasing the value of the threshold. This is due to the presence of "noisy samples" in the data and it is hence mitigated when the parameter α tends to zero.
Analogously to what done for tuning the smoothing parameter of the EWMA algorithm, Tables VI -VIII present an analysis of the system performance obtained varying the value of the parameter β of the NSHW algorithm (for sake of brevity we do not show the results corresponding to different values of α, since they are similar to those obtained for EWMA). In more detail the presented results have been obtained by using α = 0.2 and three distinct values of β, namely β = 0.2 (Table  VI) , β = 0.5 (Table VI) , and β = 0.8 (Table VI) .
For these tables, the considerations done for the previous set of tests are still valid and take us to conclude that the best value for the β parameter is β = 0.2.
Given these results, we can make a comparison between the use of the EWMA and the NSHW algorithms, by comparing Table III and VI that correspond to the best settings for the two considered cases. The inspection of the data set takes us to conclude that the best performance are achieved when using the EWMA algorithm. (NO FORECASTING) with α = 1, and the previous analysis had already highlighted that the best performance are achieved with low values of the smoothing parameter.
After this analysis we can thus conclude that the presented system outperforms the "classical" HC-based methods and that the best settings are those corresponding to the results presented in Table III , that is EWMA algorithm with α = 0.2.
Finally, to evaluate the computational complexity in time and memory space of the proposed system, we have used a general purpose PC, equipped with an Intel Core 2 Duo processor at 3GHz and 2GB of RAM. The experimental results have shown that the system (using the best configuration parameters) is able to process a whole week of traffic from the Abilene/Internet2 network in about 531s, with a maximum memory consumption of 0.9% (about 1.8 MB).
In more detail the system has demonstrated to be able to analyze a single time-bin of 5 minutes of traffic related to a single router in about 29ms, demonstrating to be suitable for the on-line detection of anomalies in backbone networks.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a novel anomaly detection method, based on the analysis of the behavior of the HH in the network traffic. In more detail, our system is based on the monitoring of the HCs in the HH distribution, by means of a combined use of sketches, forecasting algorithms and statistical distances.
To assess the validity of the proposed solution, we have tested the system over a week of traffic collected in the Internet2/Abilene network. The performance analysis has been targeted at first to the tuning of the different parameters of the method and then to extensively verify the effectiveness of the system. Such analysis has highlighted that, for a proper choice of the parameters, the implemented system obtains very good results, detecting all the synthetic anomalies and some more anomalies already present in the original data-set.
In conclusion, the proposed system has proved to outperform the "classical" HC-based methods, demonstrating that improvements in the performance can be obtained by performing the change detection on the set of the HHs, instead of using the whole traffic, and by applying a forecasting module. Moreover the system has resulted to be suitable for the on-line detection of anomalies in backbone networks.
